7 Trends

set to transform the IT channel
in 2021

Working hand-in-hand with partners to provide
critical support through the pandemic, we
understand the challenges and opportunities
the channel will face in 2021 and beyond. As
businesses continue to navigate the disruption
triggered by COVID-19, the pandemic has
highlighted how the ability to adapt and respond
to unplanned business disruptions is key to
success in an unpredictable and digital world.
The impact of COVID-19 is ubiquitous, affecting
all the other forces that are driving change. In
this report, our leadership team explores seven
trends set to transform the channel, highlighting
the short- and mid-term challenges, and
revealing the key drivers for growth.
Future success depends on the agility, scalability
and resilience of infrastructure, applications and
data. Hybrid solutions built by design rather than
necessity. Secure and optimised remote working
capabilities. Accelerating cloud adoption, and a
digital transformation driven by data, automation
and agility.
In the current world context, channel partners
will have to make better-informed, faster
decisions and adapt with speed to survive in
today’s rapidly changing environment.

Message from our Chief Marketing Officer
Whatever the outcome of developments to combat COVID-19 there can be no doubt that
we will see increased remote working as a matter of policy in the enterprise and personal
choice by many individuals. Organisations will move beyond the initial ‘crisis’ response
to make it the normal, sustainable and scalable mode of operation, with consequent
technology investment and upskilling in areas such as cloud applications, endpoint
security, collaboration and underlying network performance and flexibility.
There will be a corresponding need to offer flexible commercial models of procurement
and consumption that meet the needs of organisations in the increased use of digital
channels. Enterprises will also turn to automation, particularly in regard to data and
knowledge-based processes, not just physical processes like manufacturing and logistics.
This, in turn, will drive demand for centralised cloud capabilities and increased processing
capability at the edge of the network in a variety of vertical market adaptations employing
video, remote sensors and autonomous equipment.
We are likely to see a demand for increased resilience in supply chains as well as their
re-design as the pandemic has revealed serious risks and dependencies in critical supply
networks. The increased reliance on software-based solutions will see a reduction in the
need for physical distribution so the value that we create at Westcon-Comstor will derive
from new sources such as solutions lifecycle management and hybrid solution design,
supply and support. At the same time, the acceleration of IoT and edge technologies will
create new opportunities in logistics, sparing and asset management.
Our strategic priorities are focused on developing capabilities that partners and vendors
will value and trust as they face the challenges ahead. The speed with which we responded
to the pandemic, our performance throughout, and the lessons learned about the value of
collaboration, communication and transparency with our partners has put us in a strong
position to help them to grow and thrive in 2021 and beyond.

Paul Cunningham

#1

The business of the
future is hybrid by design

Remote work is here to stay, but not for everyone or every day
Remote working jumped from pipeline to full-blown reality within a matter
of weeks when COVID-19 took hold, and the channel pivoted sharply to
support their customers. But wholesale remote working won’t last forever,
with ‘hybrid working’ where people and technology flow seamlessly
between offices, home and work-on-the-go becoming the most flexible and
effective work style.
Companies will need to rethink what that experience is like — not just from a
technology and environment perspective but in terms of leadership, change
management, and career-growth. This is an opportunity for organisations
to demonstrate agility, as successful businesses will be those that transform
and rethink workplaces by design rather than circumstance to create better
experiences for employees and customers, improve collaboration and
productivity, and reduce costs.

“In the medium term there will be a continued impact on
infrastructure technologies as customers hold back on expanding
office and other physical environments until they are certain of the
capacity they need.”
Rakesh Parbhoo
Chief Executive Officer, Westcon-Comstor Sub-Saharan Africa

The channel must rise to this challenge
to help businesses transition with the
right technology. This is more than
simply providing a webcam and access
to a video conferencing platform.

By 2023,

75%

of G2000 companies will
commit to providing technical
parity to a workforce that is
hybrid by design rather than
by circumstance 1

Organisations and end users will
demand access to a wide range of
technology, often from separate
vendors, and distribution is and must
continue to adapt by building solution
and service offerings which offer
seamless integration across a wide
range of vendors, and extend the
capability and options available from
larger ‘one-stop’ vendors.

“We need to understand
what we lose by working
from home and what we
gain by working in the
office, and through more
flexible working we will
find a happy medium.
Many companies in every
industry will go through
this too.”
Donna Bain
Senior Vice President
International HR,
Westcon-Comstor

The technology must ensure workflow
continuity and user productivity with
greater security, manageability and
control. This means pandemic-ready
network security technology such as
SD-WAN, SASE (secure access service
edge) and Zero Trust Access to enable
businesses to optimise and secure
resources across all network elements,
functionally extending the network
edge. It means connected teams glued
together by next-generation unified
communication and collaboration tools
that keep everyone engaged wherever
they work.

74%

of CFO’s intend to shift some
employees to remote work
permanently 3

It means agile business models and
operational flexibility, automated
operations and contactless experiences,
intuitive interfaces and self-service
abilities.
Organisations must design a seamless
and sustainable hybrid or “work from
anywhere” culture, achieve agility and
scale, and extend IT governance and
security to ensure business continuity in
the era of hybrid work.

Post-pandemic the number of
remote workers will grow

6x

to reach 30% of the global
office worker population 2

“The rise of remote working is causing businesses to rethink their
office locations, ultimately driving IT investments and the move
to subscription models. With this comes a decline in demand for
traditional infrastructure, which has progressed even faster due to the
COVID-19 crisis. For any channel partner to be successful, they must
help end customers achieve their business outcomes and generate
value. This year, more than ever before, we are seeing a huge focus
on driving verticals and technology solutions to justify IT spending.”
Rene Klein,
Senior Vice President Westcon Europe

300%
Remote and hybrid work will rise to

of pre-COVID levels
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#2

Digital transformation in
the channel is led by data

Organisations are under pressure to
enhance existing, or create new, digital
processes, products and business
models

By 2025, driven by volatile
global conditions,

75%

of business leaders will
leverage digital platforms
and ecosystem capabilities
to adapt their value chains to
new markets, industries, and
ecosystems 5

IT’s role is more critical than ever in a
world that’s increasingly dependent
on digital, and organisations are under
pressure to digitise and scale to create
new revenue channels and meet rising
customer demands for a safe, secure,
and sustainable digital experience.
To support this, our continued
dependence on mobile devices and
adoption of IoT will ensure 5G goes
mainstream. Businesses recognised the
importance of seamless connectivity
during the pandemic, and this will drive
substantial investment in connectivity

“A digital first and data driven strategy will enable partners to
unlock their digital potential.”
Dwight Pitter
Chief Information Officer
Westcon-Comstor

and bandwidth to support the explosion
in remote working, video conferencing
and digital collaboration.
Organisations will use automation to
drive operational efficiency, improve
business processes and allow team
members to focus on innovation.
However, automation complexities
continue to prove to be a significant
hurdle. One solution is to make better
use of APIs to drive automation and
scale productivity.

70%
of all organisations will have
accelerated use of digital
technologies by 2022,
transforming existing business
processes to drive customer
engagement, employee
productivity, and business
resiliency 5

With many companies adopting a
multi-cloud strategy, APIs are now
vital to build economies of scale.
For example, APIs will be essential
to minimise data silos and improve
collaboration when moving from legacy
infrastructure to microservices. But
the adoption of API’s brings security
concerns; the average enterprise has
900 applications and the proliferation of
endpoints creates new opportunities for
intrusion, requiring robust API security.

“The needs of end users are constantly moving. So it’s critical to stay
closer to customers because the speed of transition is faster than ever.”
Steve Lockie
Group Managing Director
Westcon-Comstor Middle East

To keep pace with new customer
expectations, organisations are looking
for faster ways to unlock data and
gain insights. 2021 will be the year of
‘intelligence everywhere’, and the ability
to unlock, analyse and act on data
will become critical for growth. The
organisations that succeed will be those
that invest in data analytics to transform
customer experiences.

An important lesson from 2020 is
that every business must be a digital
business. In the future, partners must
specialise and have development
capabilities to succeed in digital
transformation. They must also be able
to create value for their customers at
the speed of need.

By 2025, driven by volatile
global conditions,

75%

of business leaders will leverage
digital platforms and ecosystem
capabilities to adapt their value
chains to new markets, industries,
and ecosystems 5

“There will be a much stronger
hybrid of virtual and inperson contact combined with
stronger platforms enriched
by better utilisation of data to
provide meaningful value at
the right time.”
Rakesh Parbhoo,
Chief Executive Officer, Westcon-Comstor
Sub-Saharan Africa

“As software subscriptions, SaaS and cloud continue to grow, a
solutions lifecycle approach and partner success will be key to the
future role of distribution. But, this must be both a high-touch and
digital-first model to scale.”
Sam Paris,
Vice President Lifecycle & Recurring Offers Westcon-Comstor

#3

Solutions lifecycle management
will drive customer success
The shift to SaaS, software and
subscriptions brings customer success
to the fore

Increasing
customer retention rates by 5%

increases
profits by

25-95%
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Organisations were already focused on
digital transformation in an increasingly
software-driven world before COVID-19,
but they accelerated their efforts when
forced to adapt to the new business
landscape caused by the pandemic.
This meant accelerated cloud and SaaS
adoption to simplify business operations
and reduce costs in a remote, distanced
workplace, and to satisfy customer
demand for subscriptions and
consumption billing models.

Vendors are responding to these new
customer demands with subscriptions
and consumption-based billing, and
channel partners will have to rethink
their strategies and to align, adapt and
innovate to make the most of these
new business models and revenue
streams. The key to sustainable success
in this new IT landscape is optimising
customer success at every point along
the solutions lifecycle post sale.

The key driver to customer success
and effective lifecycle management
is data. Reseller partners need clean,
accurate, real-time data from vendors
and distribution partners to provide the
end user insights needed to identify net
new and upsell opportunities in their
installed base. They also need ongoing
support, expertise and resource
to unlock these opportunities and
successfully navigate this new approach
to customer engagement.

“The most significant investments for IT in
the coming years are driven by being digitalfirst and data-driven and enhancing all the
ways customers interact with us at every
touchpoint. Transforming the digital customer
experience through data will bring accuracy
and agility, as well as enhancing the customer
experience and increasing value.”
Dwight Pitter
Chief Information Officer, Westcon-Comstor

By 2023,

60%

of G2000 companies will build their
own business innovation platform to
support innovation and growth in the
new normal. 5

By implementing a lifecycle approach
and leveraging the data, expertise
and capabilities of a digital-first, dataled distribution partner, partners can
become a trusted advisor to their end
user customers while driving predictable
recurring revenues. Underpinning
this, vendors and distributors will
need to deliver data, insights and
technical capabilities to drive on-going
solution engagement and programme
implementation across the solution
lifecycle.
Spend on loyalty and retention will
increase by

30%

as organisations focus on the full
customer lifecycle 4
This evolution will change the way
vendors and partners do business.
In today’s digital world, solutions
lifecycle management is the future of IT
distribution. Partners must implement a
lifecycle approach themselves to ensure
higher profitability, increased customer
retention and improved customer
satisfaction.

“The ability to engage
our partners in a
new type of sales
conversation around
Adoption, Expansion and
Refresh opportunities has
already marked us out as
an innovative distribution
partner in the eyes of our
vendor partners”
Paul Cunningham,
Chief Marketing
Officer,
Westcon-Comstor

#4

Cloud-first future for infrastructure, apps and business

Aggressive move to cloud will spike
with even greater adoption and
business value
Although the shift to the cloud was
already underway, the proportion of
IT spending allocated to cloud has
accelerated during the COVID-19
crisis, as companies look to improve
operational efficiencies and agility.
Cloud – and especially cloud-based
apps and services – bring agility, speed,
and scalability, but there is no one-sizefits all approach to cloud adoption.

Most organisations have on-premises,
multiple clouds and SaaS environments
to enable their digital strategies and
deliver the best application experience.
In this hybrid environment, the multiple
tech stacks add layers of complexity
and security gaps, which can slow
things down and stress IT teams.

Cloud adoption takes centre stage
in recovery with global public cloud
infrastructure market to grow

35%
to $ 120 billion

4

“There will likely be
an increase spend in
cloud environments
and enabling access to
systems anytime and
anywhere. Vendors are
likely to continue the
shift to recurring or
consumption-based
billing to give their
customers the flexibility
to adapt to changing
needs.”

Rakesh Parbhoo,
Chief Executive Officer,
Westcon-Comstor SSA

Simplifying, speed and providing
choice so the cloud experience can be
extended across all environments will
be a focus in 2021. Distributed cloud
will target location-dependent cloud
use cases while ensuring organisations
can benefit from public cloud without
having to manage private cloud, which
can be costly and complex. Cost
optimisation is crucial in this new era
of cloud and having in-house cloud
skills will be a key indicator of agility,
including the ability to distribute cloud
services where end customers want to
consume them, on-premises and on the
edge.

By the end of 2021,

80%

of enterprises will put a mechanism
in place to shift to cloud-centric
infrastructure and applications twice as
fast as before the pandemic. 5

By 2024, more than

45%

of IT spending on system
infrastructure, infrastructure
software, application software
and business process
7
outsourcing will shift to cloud

While the centralised cloud isn’t
going anywhere, developments in
serverless computing and the creation
of distributed service layers around
the cloud are powering new real-time
IT applications. Enterprises are looking
to the network edge to bridge the gap
between the centralised cloud and endusers, providing low-latency application
and content performance for all users,
wherever they are working.
Integrating a distributed edge strategy
within a broader cloud computing effort

is key to continued innovation in 2021.
The next major wave of technology
disruption is already emerging in
the form of AI, IoT, edge computing
and advanced data analytics, but
these innovations are tied to a cloud
foundation.
In the end, cloud solutions are not
about technology but about benefits
and outcomes. Cloud applications
and cloud-native SaaS solutions are
becoming the currency for how every
company achieves their business
outcomes and stays competitive.

“Enterprises worried about future crises will
turn to automation to improve their agility and
business continuity, and in the long term, to
reduce costs. This in turn will drive demand for
both centralised cloud capabilities as well as
increased processing capability at the edge of
the network.”

Paul Cunningham,
Chief Marketing Officer
Westcon-Comstor

By

2024

most cloud service platforms
will provide at least some
distributed cloud services that
execute at the point of need 8
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#5

The channel of the future
is agile and resilient

In unpredictable times, agility and
resilience are the new IT superpowers
Change is faster and more
unpredictable than ever, and this
has a significant impact on every
organisation’s competitive situation.
The critical importance of businesses
being agile enough to scale up or down
with fluctuations in demand has been
reinforced by the widespread disruption
caused by COVID-19.

Cloud, and its enabling technologies,
are backstopping the massive
shift to remote work, while digital
transformation is becoming a leading
strategy as companies position for
growth following recovery. Businesses
that embedded agility into their IT and
operational structures have proved
more adaptable and resilient in the face
of the current crisis, and are bouncing
back better than their competitors.

In 2022, enterprises focused
on digital resiliency will adapt
to disruption and extend
services to respond to new
conditions

50%

faster than ones fixated on
restoring existing business/IT
resiliency levels. 9

“COVID-19, Brexit and trade tensions will shape supply
chain operations, with agility, speed, transparency,
predictability, end-to-end digitisation, and optimising
infrastructure and working capital minimising disruption
and delivering greater flexibility and integration into the
supply chain to better absorb shocks.”

Kevin Brzezinski,
Senior Vice President Operations,
Westcon-Comstor

“Never before have we faced so much uncertainty and change.
Couple this with evolving end user needs, the new ways of
working, and the growing adoption of cloud, recurring offers and
security, and you can appreciate the significance of what being
agile and ‘future ready’ means: preparing partners to grow in
2021 and beyond.”

Willem de Haan, Senior Vice President, Comstor

Agility demands an IT infrastructure that
enables you to navigate across multiple
clouds, capture critical insights, and
detect and manage security threats. It’s
about responding fast: to competitive
changes, to customer demands, or to
unexpected events.

Companies also need to understand
their exposure, vulnerabilities, and
potential losses to build resilience
strategies. Many are supported by a
patchwork of technologies that are not
lean, optimised or connected, which
presents an opportunity for tech refresh
and upsell conversations.

Even in those that are, the rebalancing
of efficiency and resiliency is not always
easy. In most cases, increased resilience
comes at a cost, but in their role as a
trusted advisor, partners can highlight
the cost of doing nothing.

Some

35%

of respondents to a McKinsey
survey have further digitised
their supply chains by
connecting suppliers with
digital platforms in supply
chain management 10

Enterprises worried about the next
wave of COVID-19 and other crises
will increasingly turn to automation to
increase resilience, improve business
continuity and in the long term, reduce
costs. Automation can help free human
resources while providing teams with
the tools to experiment more, fail
fast, and measure results quickly and
accurately. In other words, automation
can fuel iterative improvement that
leads to greater success.
Whether DevOps, an Agile mindset
or another lean approach is adopted,
organisations will seek to optimise
processes and revisit team dynamics
to ensure productive communication
and collaboration. Being ‘future ready’
and responding with speed, agility, and
resilience is key to staying relevant.

22%

of IT departments

expect to invest in IoT in 2021. IoT is gaining traction
because automated devices can be used to monitor
processes and increase efficiency.
11

#6

Security becomes the top
priority for IT spend
Edge security takes centre stage in a
complex, multi-cloud environment.

Worldwide security spending
will reach

$174.7bn
in 2024

The pandemic response depended
greatly on cloud. But that also exposed
security gaps as users and applications
became more distributed than ever
before.

12

“There has been significant growth in the
focus on cyber security over the last year, a
trend which is set to continue as digitalisation
becomes increasingly integrated into the way
we do business.”

Rene Klein,
Senior Vice President
Westcon Europe

Against this backdrop, in 2021 security
teams will refocus on the value of
cloud-delivered security and operational
tools that don’t require a LAN
connection, on remote access policies
and tools, migration to cloud data
centres and SaaS applications, and
securing new digitisation efforts to
minimise person-to-person interactions.

There will be more emphasis on
enterprise network edge security and
protecting users, services, applications
and data, as enterprises embrace
distributed application environments.

The number of devices connected to
IP networks will be more than

3x

the global population by 2023

13

Achieving high levels of security
throughout the network edge and
into the last-mile of distribution is a
key challenge for enterprises and will
be enabled by security services at the
network edge.

40%

of enterprises will have explicit SASE
strategies by 2024 14

As perimeter protection becomes less meaningful,
the zero trust security approach will evolve to
current needs. Extended detection and response
(XDR) capabilities will improve accuracy and
productivity. Security process automation will
eliminate repetitive tasks. Zero trust network access
technology will begin to replace VPNs. And network
security will migrate from LAN-based models to
SASE (secure access service edge) as organisations
move past the quick response measures they
enacted this year for their unexpected increase
in remote worker connectivity. SASE combines
software-defined WAN capabilities and cloudnative network security services including zero trust
network access, secure web gateways, cloud access
security brokers and firewalls as a service.
SASE combines software-defined WAN capabilities
and cloud-native network security services including
zero trust network access, secure web gateways,
cloud access security brokers and firewalls as a
service.

Zero Trust market is expected
to be worth

$38mn
by 2024

15

“The rapid migration to cloud computing,
regulatory compliance requirements, the
rise of AI and IoT and the unrelenting
evolution of threats continue to transform
the threat landscape in 2020 and beyond.”

Daniel Hurel,
Vice President Westcon EMEA
Cybersecurity & NGS

Security is a moving target, and keeping
up with security threats in 2021 will
require partners and end users to
adopt and integrate new and emerging
technologies.
With the global security market
predicted to grow by $64bn by 2023
(with an average of 10% year-on-year),
partners should look to the high-growth
markets of cloud security, DevSecOps,
Zero Trust and IoT security to meet
changing customer needs while
generating recurring revenues that
deliver increased business predictability
and stability.

“Protecting the supply chain
ecosystem against threats –
both physical and cyberattacks
– will be critical, delivered
through greater controls and
protocols and a more robust
approach to securing the
supply chain network.”

Kevin Brezinski,
Senior Vice President
Operations, Westcon-Comstor

#7

Empowering people
builds trust and success

Although the pandemic has changed
how people work and interact with
organisations, people are still at the
centre of every business.
COVID-19 has shifted where employees,
customers, suppliers and organisational
ecosystems physically exist, and
location independence requires a
technology shift to support this
new version of business. But digital
transformation is hampered or delayed
by skills shortages and underinvestment
in IT/Sec/DevOps teams with the right

tools and skills. Partners and service
providers cannot train and certify
people quickly enough to satisfy
the need for skilled professionals. To
address the shortages, partners should
turn to flexible talent sources and
reskilling staff to meet their engineering,
development, automation and analytics
needs, and to speed up innovation.

50%

of hybrid workforce and automation
efforts will be delayed or will fail due
to underinvestment in teams with
the right tools/skills 5

“Whatever the outcome of developments to combat COVID-19, there can
be no doubt that we will see increased remote working as a matter of
policy in the enterprise and personal choice by individuals.”

Paul Cunningham, Chief Marketing Officer, Westcon-Comstor

This also puts pressure on partners to
attract and retain top talent through
employer brand, workplace culture, and
investment in mid-career job transitions
and reskilling, upskilling and training
programmes. Today’s employees want
flexibility, better work-life integration
and a greater choice of how, when and
where they work. Roles and structures
will increasingly be designed around
outcomes to increase organisational
agility and flexibility, with employees
acquiring cross-functional knowledge
and training.

The financial impact of the IT
skills gap will grow to

$775bn
worldwide by 2022 as a result
of delayed release of products
or services, missed revenue or
increased cost 16

“Education remains a main area of focus to address
the challenges we see. This includes upskilling
and developing employees both from a technical
stance but also personal development. We want our
employees to be the best they can be.”

Donna Bain,
Senior Vice President International HR
Westcon-Comstor

As for technology, it will continue to
permeate the employee/employer
relationship. Partners will increasingly
see the value of automation on helping
remote employees be more effective,
with one in four information workers
getting help from software bots, robotic
process automation and AI, while some
frontline workers will be helped by
physical robots when social distancing
isn’t possible.

HR leaders will leverage better tools for
analysing and acting on workforce data
while also focusing on employee health
and wellness.
As the pandemic resets work trends, HR
and IT leaders need to rethink workforce
and employee planning, management,
performance and experience strategies.
They should use this moment to create
a better experience for talent, improve
collaboration and productivity, and
reduce costs.

Nearly

50%

of workers will need reskilling
by 2025 according to the
17 17
World Economic Forum

Is your
business ready
for what’s next?
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